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I challenge you to look into yourself, and if I have identified a communal feeling, 
the purpose of all art has succeeded.
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orn in Ireland in 1965, Brian Rock grew up 
during the most turbulent years in Northern 
Irish history: the 1960s to the 1990s. Rock's 

childhood was one of sectarian violence, attacks on 
his home, and a constant state of vigilance to stay 
alive. Seeking solace from a life saturated in 
violence, Brian moved to the United States in 1998 
and served in the U.S. Army from 2000-2013, 
including an overseas tour. His experiences became 
the chaotic muse that brought art into his life. Each 
expression became the starting place for healing to 
begin. 

The pop-culture picture of Ireland inspires visions of 
trooping fairies, rolling hills, and humble folk 
dancing. Endless seas of friends singing the night 
away in pubs. The truth of that time was more 
picturesque Rock's reality: explosions, gunfire, 
death, and destruction. Compounded amidst dirt 
poverty, and political unrest. His childhood journey 
of war is engraved in his psyche. Rock's intense 
memories bring to life the sight, smell, and taste of 
war is put into every canvas his brush touches so 
everyone else can feel it. His emotions control his 
paintings, conveying a sense of disorder and 
confusion mixed with frustrated remembrance and 
peppered with a coherency hint.  

In 2011, Brian started producing a series of 
paintings based on the life experiences that shaped 
the lenses that his world is seen by. His work, a 
combination of paint and worldly objects, brings 
emotion and weight (figurative and literal) to each 
piece. Incorporating gun shells, actual dirt, broken 
glass, and other artifacts that give a pure heaviness 
to the memories playing out before our eyes in each 
piece. His intense emotional and physical 
involvement with his work shows the depth of 
healing that each painting brings. Most people talk 
through their past traumas, Rock paints through his. 
He lets his emotions and memories possess him 
until the rush is spent, the tension is released, and 
he can ride the euphoric high of completing that 
piece.  

While Rock's work is attributed to his Irish heritage, 
he now resides in the countryside of New Mexico, 
listening to the birds sing from his new studio where 

he continues to paint. His dedication to allowing the 
wild nature of his memories to take control of his art 
has helped him through healing immensely. There's 
always more to let out as he still seeks to face the 
chaotic memories of his home in Ireland. He hopes 
that his paintings will give a voice to others from 
Belfast, to show the world the truth about what war 
was like then and what it is like now and what it will 
continue to be like in everyone's future. His most 
painful memories have created powerful works that 
anyone who paused, even for a moment, and see 
the psychological scars of battle. Despite the dark 
moments that each piece brings to light, they also 
carry hope and healing. All this complexity behind 
the work of  Rock can be seen as an honest, and 
vulnerable testimony of his experiences in life, a 
statement which is of significant influence as it 
leaves an open invitation for others to relate. You 
can see clearly, Rock's message to the world, to 
open hearts and minds to the realization of what war 
looks like, not only when it is happening, but the 
endless after-effects of the atrocities of violence. 
That understanding seeks to stop this continuous 
path of destruction before the next generation 
suffers the same consequences that he has. 

Using his art as a healing modality, Rock is vocal 
about the positive influence art has had in his life 
during his journey of overcoming trauma. Living 
with the desire to give back as a veteran, he is active 
with several charities, being of contribution to his 
community through empowerment and creativity. 

His work has been published in Art Magazines, and 
he has been honored as one ArtTour International 
Magazine's Top 60 Masters. He has been featured in 
the U.S. Museum of the Army as well as work with 
the Global Campaign against IEDS. Ian Anderson 
(Jethro Tull) used his paintings on the Wooten 
Bassett Town video. Rock works consistently with 
Veterans Organizations as his life is ingrained in 
those experiences from his childhood and his 
service in the United States Military.  

"Freedom is never free and should always be 
defended." Brian Rock
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ward-winning artist Brian Rock utilizes a  
variety of objects and techniques to create 
works that convey strong sentimentality, 

promote healing, and expose hidden depths in the 
human condition.  

Rock has mastered the creative use of layered, multi-
media structures, challenging his audience to 
examine themselves through his art. Rock's themes 
explore the intricacies of our collective human 
consciousness: the dense textures and details 
created through movement and shadow mimic the 
human journey in their imperfection and nuance. 

Inspired by his life experience, Rock creates abstract 
expressions of memories, moods, thoughts, and the 
environment. His unique technique of hand mixing 
his mediums directly onto the canvas, allows Rock a 
direct contact with the audience, imprinting his 
memories and sharing his healing process on each 
one of his paintings. Making use of mixed media, 
Rock creates works that showcase remnants of war.  
He uses dirt, glass, ash, wire, nails, bullet casings, 
and shrapnel—applying colors and found objects to 
create conceptual compositions, importing symbolic 
references that maintain a connection with reality, 
and focus on a more direct view of our society.  

His “Self Identities’” collection grapples with the 
ephemeral, and yet, on a deeper level, the rock 
stable nature of the self. Abstract shapes and forms 

are tied together by the impressionistic portrayals of 
faces. The color palette and lines draw rich in 
expression.   

Rock's style is compounded by his original canvases, 
layered with paints, and found object collages, as 
seen in his critiques of modern society in pieces 
such as "Playground and Burn." His use of recycled 
plastic and barbed wire in "Pete" is a hallmark 
example of this aspect of his work. These pieces 
highlight alarming societal realities, such as the 
commodification of humans, violence, and suffering.  

A move from NYC to New Mexico allowed him to 
embrace the culture of the southwestern United 
States, influencing a shift in his creative inspiration. 
His work took on new depth and aesthetic as he 
utilizes metal and a vibrant color palette. Rock has 
created urban art installations in his new home of 
New Mexico, ensuring that generations will have 
access to viewing and interacting with art.   

All this complexity behind the work of Brian Rock 
can be seen as an honest and vulnerable testimony 
of his life's journey, a statement that is of significant 
influence as it leaves an open invitation for others to 
relate. Rock uses vibrant, warm, and chromatic 
colors, with inviting textures showcasing his world 
within ours. Using his art as a healing source, Rock is 
vocal about the definite influence art has had in his 
life during his journey of overcoming trauma. Living 
with the desire to give back as a veteran, he is active 
with several charities and contributes to his 
community through empowerment and creativity. 
Rocks' work is the open expression of uncertainty in 
healing, and he continues to live his truth through it. 
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“Pastoral” Mixed Media, 18” X 24”
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“Journey” Mixed Media
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hese times of uncertainty have pushed many 
people to turn to their faith. In a year full of 
worldwide events with a pandemic still 

raging, and protests for social change rising around 
the globe, artists have been moved to create art that 
sends a strong message and impacts their audience.   

The current crisis is causing a significant rethink of 
our core values, faith, and life purpose. One striking 
and thought-provoking work is "Post NY Jesus," a 
painting by Irish master artist Brian Rock, which is 
currently on view on a digital exhibition on Vivid Arts 
Network.  The work created with recycled acrylic on 
canvas sends a message of peace awareness while 
also touching the strong theme of environmental 
conservation. Two global issues that are worthy of 
attention.  

Brian Rock's contemporary portrait of Jesus is 
innovative and creatively charged with a unique 
technique and application. This large scale recycled 
acrylic representation assumes no one color. 
Instead, it breaks up the traditional shape, usually 
portrayed in images depicting Christ with heavily 
colored geometric patterns and lines. The use of 
vibrant colors is broken up by the stark intentional 
use of white and heavily applied color with broad 
and deep brush strokes. The background shapes 
become indistinguishable to the captivating eyes 
gathering the viewer in. 

Startled by deep outwardly seeking eyes, you are 
instantly brought face to face with the intense and 
w e l l k n o w n f a c e o f C h r i s t . B r i a n Ro c k ’s 
contemporary portrait of Jesus is anything but 
simple.  

To search the contours within the visage is to 
experience the instincts and care contained. As each 
color bears its unique place on the canvas, the 
intention is evident as this face bypasses race, 

gender, and culture by bridging the gap of belief 
systems. 

Black lines create stark shadows on the face, as each 
space is filled with rough strokes that increase the 
visceral emotions on display. Rock's work pours out 
from the deep wounds and the war he has 
experienced firsthand, and this image, which 
contains just as much power and impact as his 
others, seems now more relevant than ever before.  

Using his art as a healing modality, Rock is vocal 
about the positive influence art has had in his life 
during his journey of overcoming trauma. Living 
with the desire to give back as a veteran, he is active 
with several charities, being of contribution to his 
community through empowerment and creativity. 

Born in Ireland in 1965, Brian Rock grew up during 
the most turbulent years in Northern Irish history: 
the 1960s to the 1990s. Rock's childhood was one of 
sectarian violence, attacks on his home, and a 
constant state of vigilance to stay alive. Seeking 
solace from a life saturated in violence, Brian moved 
to the United States in 1998 and served in the U.S. 
Army from 2000-2013, including an overseas tour. 
His experiences became the chaotic muse that 
brought art into his life. Each expression became the 
starting place for healing to begin. 

His work has been published in Art Magazines, and 
he has been honored as one ArtTour International 
Magazine's Top 60 Masters. He has been featured in 
the U.S. Museum of the Army as well as work with 
the Global Campaign against IEDS. Ian Anderson 
(Jethro Tull) used his paintings on the Wooten 
Bassett Town video. Rock works consistently with 
Veterans Organizations as his life is ingrained in 
those experiences from his childhood and his 
service in the United States Military. 
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Art Awards

- https://youtu.be/wpktRWU-F9A 
- https://youtu.be/sV1L2zPdZmU

Video Links:

International Contemporay Masters 
Collection, London 2017 

Contemporaries at the Uffizi, Florence 
2016 

Artavita Cert of Excellence 2016 

International Top Contemporary Artist: 
PalletteArt , Canada 2016 

Inspiration Art Book: Contemporary 
Masters , London 2016 

State of the Art, Contemporary 
Masters Edition,  Portugal 2016 

The Best Modern and Contemporary 
Artists 2016, Vienna 

Honorable Mention Art Expo, Louvre 
Paris 

Best Modern Contempories, Venice 
2016 

The Great Masters of 
Contemporary Art 2020 , EA 

ArteRome 

Artists of the Decade Award, 
ArtTour International 2020 

Circle Foundation of the Arts 
Finalist, 2019 

Top 60 Contemporary Masters, 
ArtTour International, 2019 

Top 60 Contemporary Masters , 
ArtTour International , 2018 

Artya Artist Activist of the Year, 
NYC 2018 

Cassanova Award, Venice 2017 

Galileo Prize, 2017 Pisa, Italy 

https://youtu.be/wpktRWU-F9A
https://youtu.be/sV1L2zPdZmU
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“Angel of Bali”
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